Project Management Advisor
A Playbook Covering the Bases to Help Your Next Project be a Winner
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Objectives
Every project, including each Oracle E-Business upgrade, has a unique set of challenges. What they share
in common is a need for solid project management. A team at the UW- Madison Division of Information
Technology (DoIT), recognizing the need, researched industry best practices, and developed the web-based
Project Management Advisor (PMA) to aid DoIT project managers. This paper will introduce you to PMA,
highlight how it was used to assist a challenging Oracle 10.7 to 11i reimplementation effort, and let you
know how to access and leverage it for your own organization’s projects.

Introduction
For many of us in the IT field, most of our initial training and much of our experience has been along a
technical track. That doesn’t mean we don’t appreciate the importance of or haven’t learned a lot about
project management. We have experienced or at least heard of software projects that have either been illconceived, didn’t have a clear mission, had a poorly defined scope, inadequate resources, encountered
unforeseen risks, or struggled in some other fashion. The results too often are cost overruns, schedule
delays, dissatisfied customers, and ultimately project failure. While it seems that “To err is human”, to
mess things up on a larger scale requires a poorly managed project.
What can we learn from these experiences? How do we avoid the pitfalls? What about the exemplary
projects that have guided efforts through a minefield of risk and enumerable challenges to deliverables that
exceeded expectations? How did they manage to enjoy clear objectives, a shared vision, adequate
resources, well-defined roles, effective communication, teamwork, etc? What were their secrets?
DoIT’s original Oracle E-Business 11i upgrade employed outside consulting project management. Upper
management considered the project an unqualified success. However, the internal IT staff team members
including myself, responsible for supporting the resulting system, had a less favorable assessment. With a
smaller 11i upgrade to a subsidiary’s system on the horizon, I strove to make the case for managing it
internally. With limited visible project management experience, I looked for tools, resources, and a mentor
to support our efforts and encourage management that the project would be in good hands. I found what I
was looking for close to home.

Project Management Improvement Initiative
In 2005, senior project managers launched a project management improvement initiative at DoIT. The
goals of the initiative included:
• Improving customer satisfaction with the quality of our products and services
• Increasing expertise and consistency in project management practices though out the organization
• Enhancing communication and participation among stakeholders and team members
• Providing management with greater control of organizational budget, timeline, and staff resource
allocations
The initiative involved multiple components including tools, skills development, cultural changes, and
developing a project management framework to guide users through a proper order of project activities.
This web-based framework, called the Project Management Advisor, was based on extensive research of
project management profession best practices.
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Project Management Advisor (PMA) Overview
The Project Management Advisor (PMA) covers the activities needed to manage a project. Guidelines,
instructions, templates, and examples are included for most of the approximately 50 standard activities
identified, spanning 5 stages of a project's life cycle.

Exhibit 1: Once a particular project stage (top) is selected, the web-based PMA tool lists applicable
activities (left). Upon selecting the individual activity, a third dimension, available definitions,
instructions, templates, and examples (center) become available. The PMA is publically available at
http://www.pma.doit.wisc.edu/.

PMA content was designed to reflect the belief that project best practices and activities need to cover the
same bases no matter what product or service the project delivers. PMA accommodates small, medium,
and large projects by providing EZ versions of the templates for small projects. Individual project
managers decide whether and to what extent to exploit the components of each activity. Note - the
Conceptualize stage has not been completed.
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Pilot Project Objectives
The PMA tool was offered for pilot project use at about the same time discussions were occurring with an
internal UW customer, the Department of Family Medicine (DFM), regarding the need to upgrade their
aging Oracle Applications 10.7 General Ledger system to the 11i E-Business version. It would ultimately
prove to be a 6-month, 6-person, $100,000 effort. I volunteered to lead the project and was selected to
become one of the Project Management Initiatives pilot project users.
My objectives for the pilot were to:
- Take advantage of the PMA standards and expert guidelines
- Selectively utilize the standard PMA templates
- Have the supplied project management mentor available for independent advice.
My manager’s objectives included:
- Supporting the project management initiative with a real life project feedback
- Improving cost estimating
- Enjoying less stress knowing the project would be well managed
- Increasing the odds the effort would come in on time and within budget.

Project Conception
The Conceptualize stage of a project identifies a need and discerns whether it is in the organizations best
interest to initiate a project The typical deliverable, if a project is to be initiated, is a project proposal
document. See below for the activities entailed.

Exhibit 2: PMA Overview of the project Conceptualize Stage

The PMA tool currently has no content to provide for this stage. However, from past experiences I
understood how important it was to champion the right projects for the proper reasons at the right time.
The DFM pilot project benefited from a solid working relationship between low-level functional and
technical staff. We concurred that now was the time to upgrade the system. A positive legacy from a long-
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standing working relationship encouraged newer functional and technical management to support the effort
and endorse the resulting single-page project proposal (see Exhibit 3 below).

Exhibit 3: Conceptualize Stage Project Proposal Document Example

Project Initialization
The Initialization stage of a project covers the activities needed to define the project and gain agreement to
proceed to subsequent stages. This includes a project’s description, business need, goals, scope,
requirements, and roles. High-level strategies for managing risks, communications, quality, change
control, and issues are identified. Initial high-level projections of key milestones, timelines, and budget
expectations are made. Its primary deliverable often is an approved project charter.
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Exhibit 4: PMA Overview of the project Initialization Stage

I began this stage of the DFM pilot project by doing an initial assessment of the situation, which noted the
project’s strengths (such as the experienced team with a shared vision) and challenges (such as technical
unknowns and an external deadline). The new customer sponsor was invited to a lunch where we discussed
our working relationship, project goals, and I gained his support for utilizing the project management
framework laid out in PMA.
Use of the PMA tool lead the team to include areas we may not have otherwise formally addressed in the
charter such as acceptance criteria, critical success factors, a communications strategy, a quality strategy,
and requesting approval signatures. Given the relative small size of the project, we elected to use the EZ
Charter template (see Exhibit 5 below). We supplemented it with a valuable FAQ document, which asked
and addressed pertinent questions from our customer’s perspective.
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The one challenge the PMA did not help us conquer was the struggle to arrive easily at early project cost
estimates and time-lines. Budgeting was especially difficult given we had known 11i installation problems
looming with solutions that would require an unknown amount of Oracle Support interaction and wait time.

Exhibit 5: EZ Project Charter Word Document Example

Project Planning
During the Plan stage of a project the hard work of detail planning occurs. Here is where the heavy lifting,
of breaking down the tasks, schedules, assignments, and costs required to accomplish the stated objectives,
needs to be completed. If the project is a software development effort, this stage will also encompass detail
analysis and design activities. Strategies for managing risks, communications, quality, change control, and
issues identified earlier will need to be revisited and developed further.
PMA has a comprehensive list of recommended activities to consider and provides extensive suggestions
on how to attack each activity. Project managers can choose between the EZ and full project plan
templates at a starting point.
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Exhibit 6: PMA Overview of the project Plan Stage

For our pilot project, the proposed PMA project plan activities and template served as a welcome cookbook
during a whirlwind of intense activity. I considering each ingredient, including most, omitted those that
didn’t suit the size or nature of our efforts, and adding elements that could better describe or prepare us for
the work ahead. (See Exhibit 7 for a graphical example.)
Preparing for two implementation schedules, a desired target date and a plan B date; allowed us to strive for
an aggressive best-possible scenario while employing a safety net if unforeseen delays occurred. For the
detailed work breakdown structure, a 330-line spreadsheet met our needs.
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Exhibit 7: Plan Stage Supplemental Planning Diagram Example

Project Execution and Control
The Execute and Control stage performs the work of the project. As the PMA overview states, this stage •
•
•
•

Creates and delivers the end product or service.
Executes the tasks in the schedule.
Relies heavily on the plans from the Plan Stage to control the project.
Expends most of the project resources.
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Exhibit 8: PMA Overview of the project Execute and Control Stage

The desired deliverable is a well-managed project utilizing teamwork and effective communication to
produces the needed outcome. (See exhibit 9 for a color-coded standard PMA status-reporting template.)
For the DFM pilot project, this was a time of intense activity. Balancing the dual roles of project manager
and technologist became a challenge for me as both resources were in demand. Another challenge was
choosing among a variety of tools to find efficient mechanisms to manage a project calendar, issue
tracking, project document management, status reporting, and the frequently changing detail plan status
log. I learned that the best alternative is sometimes neither the most elegant nor technically comprehensive
one.
Although challenging, this stage of the project was a satisfying one. Our earlier decision to re-implement
versus upgrade the system was validated, the team pulled together to complete priority tasks, and we were
able to meet our planned target date.
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Exhibit 9: Execute and Control Stage PMA Status Reporting Template Example

Project Closure

Exhibit 10: PMA Overview of the project Close Stage
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The Close stage covers the concluding project activities. The PMA overview summarizes them best:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concludes all project activities.
Administratively closes the project.
Turns the delivered product or service over to a support group.
Assesses project outcomes and team performance.
Documents best practices and lessons learned.
Celebrates project success.

At this is stage we make the important transition to ongoing support of the supplied product or system. We
consider parked or later phase items. We assess project performance, reflect on lessons learned, celebrate
and affirm accomplishments, and hopefully are able to enjoy the fruits of our labors.
With project objectives met, this stage was thankfully a positive experience for the DFM Oracle GL
Upgrade pilot project team. We then engaged the PMA post-implementation survey service to measure
team and sponsor satisfaction in four major areas:
- Project goals and team performance
- Project Communication
- System Implementation
- Final Product Quality
Open-ended questions gave respondents the chance to express their opinions on what aspects of the project
went well and what could have been improved. (See Exhibit 11 for a PMA post-implementation survey
example).
A PMA recommended activity that we wholeheartedly pursued was a post-implementation celebration.
This took the form of a thank you luncheon where the contributions of team members were acknowledged
in the form of Emmy-like awards. Another enjoyable task was developing and reviewing a list of project
success factors.

Exhibit 11: Close Stage PMA Post Implementation Survey Example
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PMA Related Benefits
Based on the pilot project effort, I believe the PMA tool can provide the following benefits for project
managers:
- A sequenced list of recommended activities
- Controlled checkpoints and approval processes for proceeding to subsequent stages of the project.
- Excellent core content of instructions, guidelines, and examples
- An opportunity to standardize on a set of project templates
- The ability to adapt PMA to fit a variety of environments, projects, and styles
- The credibility of utilizing a project management methodology
- A roadmap to help ensure the success of future project management endeavors

Summary
The Project Management Advisor (PMA) is a helpful guide to successful project management. It offers
standardized instructions, templates, and examples for best-practice activities covering five stages of a
project’s life cycle from conception through detail planning to project close. PMA content and templates
were designed to accommodate projects of various sizes. This paper highlighted how it was adapted and
successfully employed for a small Oracle E-Business upgrade project. The PMA URL is provided, making
the tool available for other project leaders to use, whether implementing a software project or delivering
some other product or service. Individual project managers decide whether, and to what extent, they’ll
utilize the components of each activity.

Resources
Key resources for this paper were the DoIT Project Management Improvement project charter, the Project
Management Advisor web site, and the DFM Oracle Upgrade project documents.

Additional Information
•

The Project Management Advisor (PMA) is copyrighted by the UW Board of Regents.

•

PMA is publicly available and can be assessed at http://www.pma.doit.wisc.edu/

•

Use the PMA contact procedures for inquiries, including information for obtaining the source code
to tune to your own environment

•

The Division of Information Technology (DoIT) is the University of Madison campus central IT
shop. It employs approximately 700 full-time and student employees and serves the 55,000 UWMadison faculty, staff, and students.

•

You may contact the author at john.schmitz@doit.wisc.edu.
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